The effects of burn injury on vasoactivity in hamster peripheral microcirculation.
The effects of mild thermal shock on the vasoactivity of microvessels were studied in the hamster skin flap window preparations. Diameter fluctuations in arterioles and venules, varying in size from 10 to 50 microns and at different branching order sites, were measured prior and subsequent to a local surface skin burn. The experimental vasomotion data were characterized in terms of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, and by the Prony spectral line estimator (PSLE), fast Fourier transform (FFT), and auto regression (AR) methods of spectral analysis. Following a mild burn the A1 (37-50 microns), A2 (30-50 microns), and A3 (25-41 microns) arterioles relaxed to a larger diameter by an average of 58, 20, and 13%, respectively. Dispersion statistics postburn showed a skewness close to normal while the kurtosis became more negative, indicating that the transient diameter curves were flatter. Both FFT and PSLE analyses indicate less energy in the signals postburn accompanied by a shift toward lower frequencies with decreased amplitude. In addition, there was a loss of certain frequencies from the spectrum and an increase in the interval for rhythmic activity. FFT analysis gave an idea of the trend while PSLE analysis was found to be highly unstable and dependent on the window size. AR results indicate that the process is stable and definite trends exist in the data, however, the data are not purely periodic.